PORTABLE VIDEO CONFERENCING

### Why We Love It
- Easily portable to share with other rooms and staff
- Quick alternative to a less permanent install
- A repeatable setup to utilize in multiple locations
- Asynchronous or Synchronous learning solutions
- For distance learning, lecture capture, streaming and video conferencing

#### Part Numbers
- **Vaddio ConferenceSHOT AV Bundle - TableMIC** 1
  - 999-99950-500W (White)
- **Chief Mobile AV Cart** LPAUB
- **Chief Accessory Shelf** FCA613B
- **Chief CPU Holder** FCA650B
- **Chief Shelf** FCA810
- **Middle Atlantic Slim Power Strip, 8 Outlet** PD-855C-20
- **C2G 10’ CAT6 Snagless Cable (qty 4)** 00817
- **C2G 10’ HDMI 4K Cable** 56784
- **C2G 10’ USB 3.0 Cable** 54175
- **C2G Docking Station** 54439
- **C2G 4K HDMI Adapter Ring** 29878

**Get the Full List of Parts & Pricing**

**See 3D Cart Video**
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**CONTACT US**
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